PROPOSAL 89

5 AAC 85.055. Hunting seasons and bag limits for Dall sheep.

Establish a registration hunt for Dall sheep open to certified bowhunters only, by longbow or recurve bow only within Unit 14A, Metal Creek area as follows:

Institute a registration hunt open to certified bowhunters only with season dates starting on October 5 and closing on October 15 or by emergency order. Hunters participating in this hunt would be limited to the use of longbows or recurve bows only. The area would be the same as already established in DS170. The bag limit for residents would be one ram with full-curl horn or larger and the bag limit for nonresidents would be one ram with full-curl horn or larger every four regulatory years. Successful hunters would be required to report within three days of kill while unsuccessful hunters must report within 15 days of season end.

This new registration hunt would be for the Metal Creek area only.

What is the issue you would like the board to address and why? A registration hunt limited to the use of traditional bowhunting equipment would give more hunters the opportunity to spend time in the field pursuing sheep within Unit 14A while having no impact on the resource. Only about 1% of sheep taken in Alaska are done so with archery equipment and even less are taken with longbows or recurves. Traditional bows, while just as lethal as compound bows, require the hunter to get much closer to game in order to make an accurate shot, thus increasing the challenge by a large margin. Bowhunters using traditional equipment must usually get within approximately 20 yards of game, while compound archers are generally able to take shots on game at much greater distances. The limitations of traditional bows would make it very difficult to harvest sheep while still allowing more hunters the opportunity to pursue them.

The purpose of this new hunt being a registration hunt would be so that the Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) can monitor the participation and success rates more closely.

The purpose of the season being October 5 to October 15 would be so not to conflict with already existing hunts in the unit while at the same allowing ADF&G to determine an acceptable harvest quota based on reports already received from the preceding drawing permit hunts.

This hunt would fall under the full-curl regulation ensuring that the breeding population of rams will not be affected.

Having an additional hunt would bring in more revenue to the state of Alaska as well as to local communities.

DS140 and DS240 are held in Unit 14C and are good comparisons for archery success rates. These two hunts are open to certified bowhunters only and are both held from October 1 through 10. Even with the opportunity to use conventional compound bows, only 31 of 376 bowhunters have been successful from 2009 to 2018. These hunts do not have size or age restrictions and some of the sheep taken during this time were also recorded as ewes. Hunters limited to the use of traditional longbows and recurves would have even less success taking mature rams than have been experienced in these established bow only drawing permit hunts.
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